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Khalid Ibn al-Walid and the lions of the desert

It was the eve of Yarmuk …. the greatest battle of the Century…. one of the decisive battles of history .... and 
perhaps the most titanic battle ever fought between the Crescent and the Cross.    (Akram: The Sword of Allah – 
Khalid bin Al-Waleed – His Life and Campaigns)

The Historical Background:
An enormous engagement with a number of individual actions, Yarmuk was fought over several days in 
August 636 AD.   Though one of the most important battles in world history, today it is difficult to piece 
together.  But its outcome signaled the absolute shift from a Byzantine, arguably Christian, Middle East to a 
familiar, Islamic, and Arab, Middle East.

Under the Prophet, the Arabian Peninsula had been unified and an expanding Arab state pushed against the 
warring great powers of Byzantium Empire (Rome) and Sassanian Persia.
  
The attention of the Empire had been almost entirely absorbed in the defeat of its rival Persia when, in 634, 
Damascus fell to Arab forces under the command of Khalid ibn Al Walid.  The Byzantine Empire would 
have to respond to a new threat to its integrity.
 

Yarmuk 636 AD
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The Emperor Heraclius assembled a massive army to confront the quickly growing Arab state consisting of 
some core Byzantines, many Armenians, remnant Persians and Ghassanid Arabs.   The numerical advantage 
over the Arab invaders may have been as much as 4:1 although precise numbers are difficult to assess. 

The Byzantine army was drawn by the retiring Arabs onto the large open Yarmuk plateau – flat, well-
watered and excellent for mobile warfare but fatally surrounded by waddis and steep ravines from which a 
mass retreat would prove impossible.

Khalid ibn al-Walid      الوليد بن خالد
Like many figures in Islamic history no contemporary likeness of Khalid exists- although we do know he 
was accustomed to wear a red cap in which he had had sewn a lock of the Prophet’s hair (we are told he 
dropped the cap on the battlefield at Yarmuk and detailed a search to find it: Akram p.439).    He had a 
swarthy appearance with dark beard and a face scarred from an early bout of smallpox … He was probably 
born in Mecca in 592 and initially fought against the Prophet in the wars of unification.  

Subsequently he held senior command under the Prophet and the Caliphs Abu Bakr and Umar until Umar 
dismissed him at the height of his powers.
  
Khalid fought in over 50 battles without suffering defeat and was instrumental in transforming the Arab 
armies from desert raiders into a military machine that could fight and win pitched battles against the great 
empires of Rome and Persia.  His contemporaries dubbed him the Sword of Allah and his reputation as a 
commander stands second only perhaps to the great Saladin
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Fighting the Battle:
Ostensibly Yarmuk (636) pits a DBA III/25(a) Arab Conquest 622-638 against a DBA III/17 Maurikian 
Byzantine 575-650 army.   There are some problems with this interpretation … 

All accounts agree that Khalid employed a sizable cavalry reserve (1) in action throughout the battle (which 
had the decisive effect in the phase we have chosen to represent) … III/25(b) with its jund (regular well-
trained horsemen) cavalry looks much more like the army at Yarmuk. 

Akram gives a basic ratio of 25% mounted and 4,000 as the size of Khalid’s mobile reserve.

Additionally, Khalid’s army swelled with defectors, particularly Lahkmids and Gassanids, from the 
Byzantines, so we should allow some elements from the Maurikians’ Arab allies: II/23(a) Later Pre-Islamic 
Arab (nomad).

There has been some debate over the years as to how best to represent the vast bulk of Arab infantry often 
described in this period as spearmen and mixing spears, swords and bows.   

Akram states … “the Muslim army formed a thin line, only three ranks deep, but there were 
no gaps in the ranks which stretched in unbroken lines from edge to edge. All the spears 
available in the army were issued to the front rank, and in battle the men would stand with 
the long spears at the ready, making it impossible for an assailant to get to grips without 
braving the frightening points of the spears.”

Playtesting the battle of Yarmuk, we have decided that, in DBA terms, Spear best represents their dogged 
holding of the line while the battle evolves around them.

The scenario is little changed by using the standard DBA depiction (although Blade will be more brittle 
where they face enemy on horseback) … Players can choose which to use but on the basis of playtesting and 
sources, Spear is recommended for this specific battle.

The (2) huge Byzantine army was amassed from Persian, Arab and Armenian recruits and may not have 
looked that different from its Arab enemies.   The Persian and Arab troops are allowed by the DBA 3.0 
rubric, the Armenians were probably transitioning into the Byzantine style cavalry we see in the Rshtuni 
army of III/27 - so we can probably build all this from the existing list(s).

For a game depicting the cavalry battle on day four, centred on the Byzantine left centre (Vahan/Qanateer) 
and left wing (Jabala) vs the Arab right centre (Qays/Khalid) and right wing (Amr) we might end up with a 
third of either side comprising infantry, the rest mounted reserves and wings…
Using the figures I had available and after some trialing and modification I ended up with…

Order of Battle:
Arab Conquest: III/25(a/b) with Later Pre-Islamic Arab Allies II/23(a)
2 x Cv Gens, Khalid and Amr
4 x Cv [Khalid’s reserve],  
4 x other Cv [1 nomad, 3 jund] (Total 41%), 
6 x LH (Total 27%),  
5x Sp
1x 3Bw
2x Ps  (Foot Total 32%)
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Byzantines: III/17 Maurikian Byzantine
2 x Cv Gens, Vahan and Qanateer
6 x 6Cv (Total 27%), 
2 x 3Kn, 
1 x Cv, 
1 x 4Kn, 
4 x LH (Total 365) 
4x 4Bd
2x 4Bw
2x Ps (Foot Total 36%)

What did the armies look like?
There are precious few illustrations of soldiers from this battle, particularly of the Arab army.  However, the 
armies may not have looked that different from each other: the Byzantine force is described as comprising 
Armenians, Persians and a large force of Ghassanid Arabs … the Arab army was swelled with defectors 
from the Byzantines (including many of their Arab allies). 

We would expect many of the regular Byzantines to be equipped from state supplies but evidence suggests 
helmets were often worn under headcovers (not unlike early turbans) and that the Arabs used a mix of 
armour both captured and copied from Byzantine types.
  
Both armies also seem to have used adopted Persian styles – though I have assumed only the Byzantine force 
would have made extensive use of heavily armoured horsemen on fully or partially armoured horses.

BYZANTINES (original number of the entire army per Akram c. 150,000)
Slav Army: 12 elements, Breakpoint: 4
Cv Gen (Qanateer), 3x6Cv, 3xLH, 1xCv, 2x4Bd, 2x4Bw
Armenian Army: 12 elements (ringed on diagram), Breakpoint: 4
Cv Gen (Vahan), 3x6Cv, 2x3Kn, 1x4Kn, 1xLH, 2x4Bd, 2xPs
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ARABS (original number of the entire army per Akram c. 40,000)
The Northern Battleline: 17 elements, Breakpoint:  6
CvGen (Amr Ibn al As), 4xCv, 6xLH, 5xSp, 1x4Bw
The Mobile Reserve: 7 elements (ringed on diagram), Breakpoint: 4
CvGen (Khalib Ibn al Walid), 4xCv, 2xPs

The Map:
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The diagram shows the distances groups need to be deployed from each other on an open plain bordered with 
gentle hills and scrub.  The battle can perfectly well be fought on an entirely open board (the added details 
are entirely speculative).

The elements in Vahan’s Command and Khalid’s have each been ringed for clarity.

Special Rules:
Byzantines …
Vahan is the commander-in-chief but the player may pick which command gets the higher die per the Big 
Battle DBA Rules.  

You must win by demoralizing both enemy commands – pushing them off the table will do.  You must not 
lose your camp which represents your way back across the Wadi.    It is well guarded for this reason (but you 
may choose of course to pull the guards forward into the battle and rely on the camp’s usual CFs).   

Arabs …
Khalid is the C-in-C but may allocate pip dice.   In addition to some camp guards, Khalid controls the 
Mobile Reserve (4 elements of Cv) … these appear similarly to a littoral landing, with a BW anywhere along 
the table’s North edge.  Although they fight and move as Cv they are treated as LH for command range.   
Khalid’s own element may come on with them or be deployed normally as shown on the deployment map.   

Khalid used the Mobile Reserve to shore up the line until he could manoeuvre it with devastating effect 
behind the Byzantine’s flank, routing their cavalry reserves and cutting their retreat.  You may have a better 
plan.   The Byzantines lose if their camp falls.

*******
The game represents the significant cavalry battle on the Northern flank on the penultimate day of fighting. 

He who stands bravely before the blade of the sword will be honoured, and his labours 
rewarded, when he goes before Allah.

Khalid Ibn Al Walid addressing his soldiers on the eve of Yarmuk  

The Game:
The final play test of this Great Battle was at the 2015 Conference of Wargamers (WD’s annual 
development weekend in Northamptonshire).

We pick up the battle narrative when the Arab cavalry reserve makes its surprise appearance behind the 
Byzantine position. The battle is essentially a race against time: the outflanked Byzantines must crush the 
enemy battleline before their wing and rear is destroyed.
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The Arabs must hold the line long enough for their elite force to swing the battle.

Unfortunately, pips (and the threat to their flank) meant that, in the game, the Byzantines were not able to 
attack all along the line and take the battle to the Arabs.   The Commanders attacked nevertheless, but 
suffered piecemeal losses as the Arab line held.

The time for generalship and maneuver was over.  The skill of the general had placed the 
troops in the ideal situation for combat, and it was up to the soldiers to fight and win.  The 
generals drew their swords and became warriors like the rest, as the lions of the desert 
moved in for the final kill.   (Akram p. 448)
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Poor dice rolls exacerbated the Byzantine’s problems as their forces were quickly split up, surrounded and 
annihilated. Vahan's senior army evaporated first, enabling Amr’s cavalry to push beyond the end of the line 
and link up with Khalid’s Mobile Guard.

                                                                                                                                                                                                          
With their forces fragmented, the Byzantine Commanders never had enough pips to bring forward their 
reserve line to plug the gaps or prevent the encirclement.

Qanateer's Slav recruits were assailed on all sides and succeeded only in holding out for a couple more turns.  
They won few exchanges with the dominant Arabs.

Both Commanders died leading their troops, Vahan shot down by Arab archery, Qanateer surrounded by 
enemy horsemen.
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The Byzantine were broken ... for the loss of 1 element of cavalry from Khalid's Mobile Guard.

This was the most emphatic Arab win in all the trial games - but on public debut, quite probably the most 
historical outcome.

In 636, Khalid's cavalry maneuver completely outflanked the Byzantines and led to the destruction of 
Vahan's cavalry and reserves, cutting the army's retreat.   It went very badly for the remaining troops.

*******

Aftermath:
It was not until day 3 or 4 of this defensive battle that Khalid went onto the front foot and managed to 
redeploy his cavalry reserve behind the Byzantine left wing and in a position to out maneuver Vahan’s 
cavalry reserves and rear guards.    Military historians still debate whether Khalid managed this by getting 
around the enemy, by getting through a gap in the line, or by concealing his troops and letting the enemy 
push past them.  Perhaps Khalid was prepared to allow repeated attacks on his rear and baggage (as seems to 
have typified at least 2 days fighting) until the Byzantines were over committed or just stretched too far …

The attack of Khalid’s reserve, which is what we have chosen to model for the reconstruction, was decisive.   
Unable to redeploy sufficiently quickly – and maybe ‘surprised’ by the speed and direction of the attack – 
much of Vahan’s cavalry (and the remains of Arab auxiliaries) were destroyed or driven from the field, 
leaving the centre isolated and surrounded.   Although the fighting seems to have continued for a further 
couple of days, the battle was won.   Vahan’s trapped army was annihilated.

In contrast, the Byzantines seemed to have operated far forward of their camp and ultimately seem to have 
gotten cut off from it. 
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Behind part of the Roman position, however, lay the forbidding ravine of the Wadi-ur-
Raqqad-deep and precipitous. As a discouragement to retreat this was fine and would 
probably make the Romans fight more desperately; but in case the Romans were worsted in 
battle and cut off from the northern escape route, the ravine would prove an abyss of death. 
(Akram)

Before his conversion Khalid had successfully used outflanking against the Muslims at Uhud and 
encirclement decisively against the Sassanids at Walaja in 633 … so we should probably look at the days of 
jockeying and skirmishing at Yarmuk as Khalid trying to draw the Byzantines forward, setting them up so he 
was able to employ his preferred tactic and defeat a much larger enemy.   With hindsight, Vahan was enticed 
into a trap.

Against the anvil of the Wadi-ur-Raqqad the Muslim hammer had crushed the Roman army to powder   
(Akram p. 451)

Further Reading: 
Heath, Ian: Armies of the Dark Ages, 600-1066 A.D. WRG, May 1980
Nicolle, David: Yarmuk AD 636, Osprey Campaign Series no. 31 1994
Akram, Lt Gen A. I: The Sword of Allah – Khalid bin Al-Waleed, 1970 (I have the 2014 edition) 
Nicolle has some useful information on the Byzantine army but adds next to nothing of use on the Arabs.  
Akram has a great deal of material on the Yarmuk campaign almost all derived from original Arabic 
accounts.  My interpretation closely follows Akram (which I found the most useful account) and I regard it 
as an essential read for the enthusiast interested in this period.

Notes:                                                                            
(1)  Sources generally agree that the Mobile Guard numbering 4,000 was formed in 634 (perhaps implying 
that the start date for III/25(b) should be taken backwards by 4 years.                   

(2) Names: Nicolle and Akram differ … Akram uses Mahan, Nicolle Vahan … for the Slav contingent 
Nicolle say Buccinator, Akram Qanateer … I cannot resolve this confusion (I simply prefer Vahan and 
Qanateer as the commonest usage)


